
April in Ambleside 

NOTES TO HELP YOU ROUND  To be used in conjunction with maps OL 6/7 or OS 90/96 

TL out of Parish Centre, down steps and TL sharp onto tarmac road and into Rothay Park, then pass 

Children’s Playground on L. Go straight ahead over small metal bridge then L over narrow stone 

bridge. TR onto road.  Cross cattle grid and immediately TL at S/P.   

Uphill on tarmac/concrete path past cottages. CONT ahead on main track through gate, wall on R 

through 

next gate. CONT wall on R round RH bend. Track bears L away from wall.  

CONT through next gate. CONT ahead and descend to cross stream. TL on good track, ahead down 

hill (wall on L).  

Ignore track climbing to R, track stays with wall and contours round hill, through bridleway gate and 

CONT down hill through trees to reach 2 gates on R. Through LH waymarked gate. Ahead over stile 

(trees on R) to stile, cross track to next stile, which is almost opposite.  

Keep same line of travel to reach edge of tarn, directly below houses. Keeping tarn on L, cross ladder 

stile, ahead up field to reach tarmac road above tarn. 

TL on lane for 100yds. TR on track at F/P sign. Pass cottage on R and at next cottage follow W/M up 

hill on narrow path through small gate (W/M). CONT on track through Neaum Crag (private grounds) 

pass picnic tables/car park, Join tarmac lane at yellow W/M. CONT down through chalets. Ahead at 

junction, following yellow W/M, between chalets. Follow path down between wooden fences. 

Through gate then follow path between wall/metal fence. BEWARE FALLEN TREE! Ahead through 

field to reach Skelwith Bridge road TR for 50yds, cross road carefully immediately after derelict stone 

masons yard, climb bank on L after buildings to reach track. TR on track by river, S/P Elterwater. 

CONT with river on left, to reach gate. Through gate and ahead on well made path all the way to 

Elterwater. And C/P1 (car park) GR328047 (4.9miles) 

From car park TL on road, over bridge then TR. After 400 yds take footpath on R opposite cave/mine 

entrance at footpath sign. CONT with river on R, (don’t cross footbridge) bear L at S/P to Little 

Langdale with wall on R. Track leaves river and climbs steadily through quarry area. CONT bearing L 

when faced with large spoilheap, to emerge on quarry road. TR (footpath sign) behind large sheds 

and CONT ahead, through metal gate in new wire fence, to join metalled lane. TR for a few yds then 

L bridleway sign Little Langdale (opposite house) climbing steadily, across track, through trees 

ancient wall on L. eventually descending to T junction. TR through gate. Stay on main track ignoring 

paths off to L. Go through metal gate then track becomes metalled near farm buildings. At T-junction 

TL for a few yds, then TR on F/P. At end of public path, TR through gate (S/P Slater bridge). Down 

through field wall on L to Slater Bridge. 

Cross bridge and ahead to gate. TL on wide track/road. Through gate, ahead (river over on left), 

ignore track on R, track/road bends R away from river near foot bridge, in 50 yds track forks S/P 

Coniston, take R. fork through gate, in approx. ½ mile track forks again, take R fork again climbing 



slightly (quarry spoil heaps on R) for another ½ mile through another gate gradually descending to 

reach farm at High Tilberthwaite.  

CONT down metalled lane past cottages to far end of parking area. TR up steps into and through old 

quarry area. CONT ahead up track.  

Where the track forks take the left-hand path but stay over the R side of path away from quarry 

edge. CONT on well defined path up the valley, keeping main stream on R climbing steadily to 

eventually reach Col, then descend on stony track (Coppermines valley on R). Zig zag down to path 

behind cottages. Keep L to join main track L down to Coniston, keeping river on your R. TL into 

Institute at Ruskin Museum sign (triangular wooden shelter)   C/P2 - GR 302977 (12.4 miles)  

TL out of institute, cross road and TR. Bear L at Junction on Hawkshead road. CONT along this road 

and just before Road Bridge TL on road to Ambleside. Pass sports centre on R then TR at footpath 

sign over bridge, immediately L through kissing gate at W/M. Ahead up field then through kissing 

gate next to stone barn. CONT up through field gate, then fork L at W/M and up to next kissing gate. 

Ahead through woods, ignoring new rising track on R. Through gate keep on main track following 

woods on R. Through new gate in facing wall, ahead through kissing gate bearing L down track to 

reach bridge. Do not cross bridge but go through kissing gate next to it. Ahead round LH edge of field 

to cross next kissing gate and ahead with river on L. Approx. 50yds after stile, track leaves river and 

heads up hill. 

Cross footbridge, ahead on narrow track, ignoring forestry track on R. CONT up stony path to top of 

hill and keep on main gravel path (ignore marked path L in front of cottages). Through gate and onto 

cottage access road bearing R uphill on tarmac. Then ahead to gate and road, then immediately L 

down enclosed track to eventually reach main road and small parking area. TR (Info board “Glen 

Mary”)  

C/P3 SELF CLIP IS AT GR 322999 (14.9 miles) by large wooden foot bridge (route to Tom Ghyll). Cross 

bridge TR through gate and climb steeply up the side of waterfalls/stream until you reach Tarn 

Hows. Turn L on broad track along the L side of Tarn. Track veers away from Tarn slightly to reach a 

junction shortly before the end of the Tarn. TL here (S/P Skelwith Bridge & Langdales) GR330003 

ahead through woods. On reaching kissing gate, TR onto enclosed track.  

At top of hill TL through kissing gate on track (S/P Black Crag & Arnside). Ahead up hill (S/P High 

Arnside) through next kissing gate starting to descend. CONT down through two gates, just after 

cottage on L, CONT ahead, then fork L to fingerpost TL of bridleway onto footpath. Descend wall on L 

to reach gate with WM (corner of walls). Go through and descend with wall on R. Path curves L uphill 

then down through gate to road cross road carefully (it’s a good idea to TL for a few yds first away 

from corner). Ahead for a few yds then R at Y junction. In another 20 yds TR through gate and follow 

forest path down to path junction TR, ahead through gate to cross footbridge. Through gate CONT 

down to road.  

TL on road then TR at stile (s/p Skelwith Bridge 1 mile). Follow well used W/M path (Cumbria Way), 

for next mile, ignoring all farm access roads on R.  



On reaching open fields, fork L at large tree, pass through first gate TR at path junction then through 

gate to reach road at (GR343033) cross road carefully then TL head down road (130yds), TR on 

narrow lane (S/P Community Centre) head up lane ¼ mile to C/P4 - GR344031 (20.1 miles). 

PLEASE BE AWARE THAT THERE IS A CUT OFF IN OPERATION AT C/P4 AT 15.00 

From C/P4 TL back down to main road, ahead across road bridge take extra care here stay on R side 

of road on grass verge, as road curves R cross road carefully next to bus stop and ahead up narrow 

lane (left of bus shelter) R at T junction, then after 50yds TL (post box in wall)  R at footpath sign to 

Tarn, at junction ahead through R hand gate ahead up hill on stony track, (you are now on the 

reverse of the morning route out for a while). Through gate.  Ahead same direction keep wall on R, 

after steep climb CONT to cross stream. 200yds after leaving wall, after the top of the climb at 

GR357043, TR on narrow track down to cross small stream, ahead up hill SE direction at first veering 

E loosely following wall on your R to eventually pass through a kissing gate. After reaching top of 

brow head leave the wall and on same line of travel on grassy track stay in same E direction to reach 

Lily Tarn (do not descend L or R before reaching tarn). Follow L edge of tarn and go to L of bench 

and, at top of rise (with good views of Ambleside) drop to kissing gate in wall through and descend 

on wide grassy path aiming for trees and wall ahead. On nearing wall path curves R (wall and stream 

on your L) to eventually reach a wooden footbridge (W/M). Cross, and head through trees to stile in 

wall TR to Brow Edge cottage descend on metalled path you climbed in the morning and retrace the 

morning route back to the Parish Centre (23.2 miles) 

Well Done!   

If you are driving home please make sure you are rested before you start.     

Take care & thank you for entering our event. 


